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Abstract. Trade wind cumulus clouds often organize in
along-wind cloud streets and across-wind mesoscale arcs.
We present a benchmark large-eddy simulation which re-
solves the individual clouds as well as the mesoscale orga-
nization on scales ofO(10 km). Different methods to quan-
tify organization of cloud fields are applied and discussed.
Using perturbed physics large-eddy simulation experiments,
the processes leading to the formation of cloud clusters and
the mesoscale arcs are revealed. We find that both cold pools
as well as the sub-cloud layer moisture field are crucial to
understand the organization of precipitating shallow convec-
tion. Further sensitivity studies show that microphysical as-
sumptions can have a pronounced impact on the onset of
cloud organization.

1 Introduction

Trade wind cumulus clouds are often distributed randomly
in space, but they can also occur as cloud streets, clusters or
mesoscale arcs (Malkus and Riehl, 1964; Nair et al., 1998).
The formation of lines and streets is fairly well understood
and dominated by boundary layer vortices which are caused
by both dynamic and thermal instabilities (Etling and Brown,
1993; Atkinson and Zhang, 1996; Müller and Chlond, 1996).
But although observed during GATE1 and documented by
Warner et al.(1979) the mesoscale arcs have received very
limited attention as a mode of organization for shallow con-
vection. This only changed recently with the Rain in Cumu-
lus over the Ocean (RICO,Rauber et al., 2007) experiment,

1Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Trop-
ical Experiment (GATE).

which documented that local rain rates exceeding 1 mmh−1

are not unfrequent in the trades and are often associated with
arc-shaped cloud clusters (Rauber et al., 2007; Snodgrass
et al., 2009; Minor et al., 2011; Zuidema et al., 2012). Such
local rain rates are radar-derived rain rates on the scale of an
individual radar pixel, i.e., 1 km2 or below. Corresponding
area-averaged rain rates on scales of several tens of kilome-
ters are of order 1 mmd−1.

During the last decades many hypotheses have been
brought forward to explain why shallow cumulus clouds
cluster in groups or clumps. Early on,Malkus (1957) ar-
gued for the importance of sea surface temperature (SST)
anomalies, something which has recently been brought for-
ward again for tropical rainfall patterns byLi and Carbone
(2012). Another important conceptual idea to explain clus-
tering is pre-conditioning, i.e. moistening of the cloud layer
by detrainment (Randall and Huffman, 1980; Khairoutdinov
and Randall, 2002; Kuang and Bretherton, 2006). This mech-
anism, which is sometimes called the mutual protection hy-
pothesis, assumes that clouds modify their local environment
in such a way that the conditions are favorable for the sub-
sequent formation of secondary clouds. Observations from
GATE and RICO, on the other hand, provide some evidence
that the formation of cold pools by precipitation plays a ma-
jor role in the formation of mesoscale arcs (Warner et al.,
1979; Zuidema et al., 2012).
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Similar questions about the feedbacks2 which lead to the
organization of clouds in bigger clusters have been dis-
cussed quite extensively for deep convection, especially for
radiative-convective equilibrium simulations. For this cloud
regime different mechanisms seem to contribute to the clus-
tering or self-aggregation, e.g. cold pools (Tompkins, 2001;
Jeevanjee and Romps, 2013) as well as surface flux and ra-
diative feedbacks (Bretherton et al., 2005; Muller and Held,
2012). The effect of precipitation on the formation of down-
drafts and cold pools is, of course, most well established for
mesoscale deep convective systems for which details can be
found in standard textbooks on cloud dynamics (e.g.Cotton
et al., 2011). For deep convective squall lines RKW theory
(Rotunno et al., 1988) provides a framework to explain the
formation, longevity and propagation of such systems.

In the following we present large-eddy simulations of or-
ganized precipitating trade wind cumulus clouds (Sect. 2)
and we analyze and quantify their organization (Sect. 3). In
Sect. 4 the potential feedbacks leading to organization are
disentangled and we discuss the structure of the cloud field
and the coupling with the sub-cloud layer (Sect. 4). The sen-
sitivities to grid spacing and cloud microphysical assump-
tions are discussed in Sect. 5, and the paper ends with con-
clusions and an outlook for future research (Sect. 6).

2 Large-eddy simulation

2.1 Model and case description

In this study we apply the University of California, Los
Angeles large-eddy simulation (UCLA-LES) model which
solves the Ogura-Phillips anelastic equations (Stevens et al.,
1999, 2005). The prognostic variables are the three compo-
nents of the velocity, i.e.u,v,w, the total water mixing ratio
rt, the liquid water potential temperatureθl as well as the
number and mass mixing ratios of rainwater. The most re-
cent version of UCLA-LES uses a third-order Runge–Kutta
time integration instead of second-order Leapfrog (Stevens,
2010). The advection of scalars is discretized by a higher-
order upwind scheme with monotonized centered slope lim-
iters while 4th-order centered differences are applied for
the velocity components. Subgrid fluxes are modeled using
the Smagorinsky–Lilly model. FollowingSavic-Jovcic and
Stevens(2008) the cloud microphysical processes are param-
eterized in UCLA-LES based on the two-moment warm rain
scheme ofSeifert and Beheng(2001) with some refinements
described in detail inStevens and Seifert(2008, SS08 here-
after). The SS08 implementation assumes a constant cloud
droplet number concentration (which is set to 70 cm−3 if

2By feedback we mean a mechanism that alters the system in
such a way, that the mechanism ultimately alters its own drivers, and
therefore itself. More specifically, we mean cloud and precipitation
processes that alter the mean state of the atmosphere, and through
that modify the clouds and precipitation themselves.

not mentioned otherwise), i.e., the two-moment approach is
only applied for rain, not for cloud droplets. Condensation is
treated by a saturation adjustment which is consistent with
the use of thert and θl as prognostic variables. The evap-
oration of raindrops is parameterized using a standard bulk
approach with an exponential drop distribution and the as-
sumption that the mean diameter is constant for this process,
i.e., the more sophisticated scheme ofSeifert (2008) is not
applied here.

Our simulation setup follows the GEWEX Cloud Sys-
tem Study (GCSS) RICO model intercomparison case of
van Zanten et al.(2011) which is a composite case based on
several days during an undisturbed period of the RICO field
study. Following SS08 we use the standard setup as described
by van Zanten et al.(2011) as well as a slightly moister ver-
sion which differs only in the initial profile of the water va-
por mixing ratio (later on addressed as standard and moist
RICO). The moister initial condition leads to a faster devel-
opment of precipitating shallow convection and higher rain
rates of roughly 1 mmd−1 compared to the drier case which
rains only marginally, i.e, of order 0.1 mmd−1. This allows
us to study these two different regimes using very similar
model configurations.

2.2 A benchmark simulation

In SS08 the moist RICO simulations used a horizontal grid
spacing of1x = 100 m and a domain size of 128× 128 grid
points, i.e. 12.8 km× 12.8 km (following the computational
setup of the GCSS intercomparison). Such a small domain
can support only one significant rain event or cloud cluster
of precipitating shallow convection at a time, making the
precipitation statistics very intermittent. Such a small do-
main does also not allow for mesoscale organization. As
discussed byMatheou et al.(2011) large-eddy simulations
of precipitating shallow convection can, in addition, show
a strong sensitivity to grid spacing, which makes it ques-
tionable whether1x = 100 m is sufficient for a quantita-
tive simulation of the precipitation amount and subsequent
effects of precipitation on the statistics of the flow field.
We have therefore performed a benchmark simulation of the
moist RICO case with an isotropic grid spacing of1x =

1y = 1z = 25 m on a 2048× 2048× 160 grid, i.e. a domain
of 50 km× 50 km× 4 km. This simulation is only slightly
coarser than high-resolution simulations ofMatheou et al.
(2011) who used1x = 20 m but the present domain is con-
siderably (more than 4 times) larger. Their simulations of
the standard RICO case already suggested the emergence of
cloud organization on such scales (cf. their Fig. 9g), but were
still not able to show mesoscale patterns that would resemble
observed organized cloud fields. Figure 1 gives an example
of the evolution of the cloud field in our benchmark simula-
tion. Shown is the synthetic cloud albedo

A =
τ

6.8+ τ
, (1)
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whereτ = 0.19 CWP5/6N
1/3
c is an estimate of optical depth

(Zhang et al., 2005), Nc the (prescribed) cloud droplet num-
ber mixing ratio and CWP the cloud liquid water path. Qual-
itatively these simulated cloud fields compare very well with
satellite images, e.g. Fig. 16c ofSnodgrass et al.(2009).
A movie of the synthetic cloud albedo which is provided as
Supplement3 provides additional evidence that the simula-
tion is able to reproduce many typical features of organized
trade wind cumulus cloud fields, e.g. the mesoscale arcs ori-
ented perpendicular to the mean wind, small clouds which
are organized in along-wind rolls and convective outflow-
forming stratiform cloud areas.

In the following sections the main features and possible
causes of the organization are discussed in more detail.

3 Diagnostics of cloud organization

One difficulty in studying organization of cloud fields (or any
other objects) is the quantification of organization itself. Al-
though the human eye is very efficient in recognizing spatial
structures and patterns it can also easily be fooled to see or-
ganization in random fields. It is therefore crucial to objec-
tively quantify the mode and evolution of organization. In the
following we will present some standard diagnostics of the
simulations together with more sophisticated techniques that
measure the degree of organization. In this section we focus
on three simulations, the benchmark simulation of the moist
RICO case and two simulations of the standard and the moist
case on a slightly smaller domain of 1024× 1024× 160 grid
points, i.e. 25 km× 25 km× 4 km.

3.1 Time series, profiles and Hovm̈oller diagrams

The RICO simulations are a representation of trade wind cu-
mulus clouds as they develop in sub-tropical regions domi-
nated by large-scale subsidence. After a short spin-up of 2 h
simulation time, the cloud cover reaches about 15 % with
a corresponding domain-averaged cloud liquid water path
of 10 gm−2 (see Fig.2). In the standard setup the cloud
layer grows slowly with time, reaching 20 % cloud cover
and a domain-averaged liquid water path of 30 gm−2 after
40 h. Precipitation in the standard case is marginal in the first
20 h and increases slowly thereafter. The two simulations of
the moist RICO case show a more rapid increase in cloud
cover and cloud liquid water path, especially between 10 h
and 16 h of the simulations. The domain-averaged cloud liq-
uid water path reaches peak values of about 60 gm−2 dur-
ing that time. Precipitation starts much earlier than in the
standard RICO case and increases strongly in the first 20 h,
reaching values of 50–100 Wm−2 or 2–3 mmd−1. An inter-
esting feature of the simulations of the moist case is the sig-

3Due to the file size limitations for the Supplement the movies
have a reduced time span and reduced video quality. The full movies
in high quality are available from the authors.
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arcs oriented perpendicular to the mean wind, small clouds
which are organized in along-wind rolls and convective out-
flow forming stratiform cloud areas.

In the following sections the main features and possible
causes of the organization are discussed in more detail.

3 Diagnostics of cloud organization

One difficulty in studying organization of cloud fields (or any
other objects) is the quantification of organization itself. Al-
though the human eye is very efficient in recognizing spatial
structures and patterns it can also easily be fooled to see or-
ganization in random fields. It is therefore crucial to objec-
tively quantify the mode and evolution of organization. In the
following we will present some standard diagnostics of the
simulations together with more sophisticated techniques that
measure the degree of organization. In this section we focus
on three simulations, the benchmark simulation of the moist
RICO case and two simulations of the standard and the moist
case on a slightly smaller domain of 1024× 1024× 160 grid
points, i.e. 25 km× 25 km× 4 km.

3.1 Time series, profiles and Hovmöller diagrams

The RICO simulations are a representation of trade wind cu-
mulus clouds as they develop in sub-tropical regions dom-
inated by large-scale subsidence. After a short spin-up of
2 h simulation time, the cloud cover reaches about 15 % with
a corresponding domain-averaged cloud liquid water path of
10 gm−2 (see Fig. 2). In the standard setup the cloud layer
grows slowly with time reaching 20 % cloud cover and a do-
main averaged liquid water path of 30 gm−2 after 40 h. Pre-
cipitation in the standard case is marginal in the first 20 h
and increases slowly thereafter. The two simulations of the
moist RICO case show a more rapid increase in cloud cover
and cloud liquid water path, especially between 10 h and 16 h
of the simulations. The domain averaged cloud liquid water
path reaches peak values of about 60 gm−2 during that time.
Precipitation starts much earlier than in the standard RICO
case and increases strongly in the first 20 h reaching values
of 50–100 Wm−2 or 2–3 mmd−1. An interesting feature of
the simulations of the moist case is the significant decrease
in cloud cover and LWP after 14 h for the large domain (17 h
on the smaller domain), reaching a quasi-stationary state af-
ter 24 h. An inspection of the evolution of the cloud fields
(e.g. the albedo movie) reveals that around 14 h one big cloud
cluster develops in the domain and later this cluster breaks
up into smaller lines and arcs. In this sense the first 20 h
of the simulation can be seen as an extended spin-up period
which is necessary for the formation of the fully developed
mesoscale cloud structures. This behavior is similar on the
smaller domain, but this simulation can later support only
one single line of clouds. Hence, the time series of LWP
and rain rate do still show strong temporal variability for the

Fig. 1. Synthetic cloud albedo as calculated from simulated cloud
liquid water path. Shown are three snapshots with a 30 min time
interval.

Fig. 1. Synthetic cloud albedo as calculated from simulated cloud
liquid water path. Shown are three snapshots with a 30 min time
interval.
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nificant decrease in cloud cover and LWP after 14 h for the
large domain (17 h on the smaller domain), reaching a quasi-
stationary state after 24 h. An inspection of the evolution of
the cloud fields (e.g. the albedo movie) reveals that around
14 h one big cloud cluster develops in the domain and later
this cluster breaks up into smaller lines and arcs. In this sense
the first 20 h of the simulation can be seen as an extended
spin-up period which is necessary for the formation of the
fully developed mesoscale cloud structures. This behavior is
similar on the smaller domain, but this simulation can later
support only one single line of clouds. Hence, the time series
of LWP and rain rate do still show strong temporal variability
for the smaller domain. Both the decrease in cloud cover and
LWP, as well as the strong intermittency of the LWP on the
smaller domain, suggest that these simulations develop cloud
structures which are as large as the domain size. In this sense
the time series do give a hint towards mesoscale organization
which develops in the moist RICO case. The mean profiles
of our simulations as shown in Fig.3 are, at first glance, very
similar to Fig. 1 of SS08. A significant difference is that the
mean cloud water mixing ratio in the moist case is actually
similar or even lower than in the drier standard case. This
makes it somewhat paradoxical that the moist case does in
fact rain by a factor of ten more than the standard case. By
looking at the mean profiles of cloud fraction, relative humid-
ity, and cloud liquid water, which are all lower in the moist
compared to the standard case, one would not expect that
the moist case rains so much more readily. The resolution of
the apparent paradox lies in the spatial variability, i.e. in the
mesoscale organization. Some signal of this can be seen in
the variance of total water, which is significantly higher in
the moist case.

A simple and efficient approach to study the formation and
propagation of organized convective systems are Hovmöller
plots (e.g.Carbone et al., 2002). Figure4 shows Hovm̈oller
plots of the cloud liquid water path (CWP) averaged in north-
south direction. For the standard RICO case the Hovmöller
diagram shows the formation and propagation of many indi-
vidual convective cells. Over the course of simulation time,
the size of the convective cells increases slowly. For the moist
RICO case on the same domain of 25 km× 25 km, larger
structures start to develop after about 13 h, and soon after
that the pattern collapses into a single convective line which
propagates westwards. For the benchmark simulation on the
bigger domain the behavior is similar, with larger structures
forming after 12 h, but the Hovm̈oller plot becomes more
chaotic because the organization is more complex and not
just a single line of cells. Nevertheless, the overall impres-
sion of a big westward-propagating system remains robust.

Given the increase in the rain rate with time and the growth
of the cells visible in the Hovm̈oller diagram it seems likely
that the standard RICO case would also transition to the orga-
nized regime at some point. Within the 40 h simulated here
this does not happen, but at the end of the simulations the
standard case does indeed show more clumpy cloud struc-

A. Seifert and T. Heus: Large-eddy simulation of organized trade wind cumulus clouds 5

Fig. 2. Time series of domain averaged cloud cover, liquid water path and precipitation rate for the standard GCSS and the moist RICO case.Fig. 2. Time series of domain-averaged cloud cover, liquid water
path and precipitation rate for the standard GCSS and the moist
RICO case.

tures, which are reminiscent of the early stages of organiza-
tion in the moist case.

The Hovm̈oller diagrams are obviously a simple but strik-
ingly powerful tool to detect organization or diagnose the
propagation of convection systems, but their main disadvan-
tages are that its character depends on one’s choice of av-
eraging direction and that the quantification of organization
remains difficult.

3.2 Fourier analysis

From a fluid dynamics point of view, the emergence of or-
ganized cloud structures is a growth of small scale fluctua-
tions to larger scales. Followingde Roode et al.(2004) this
can be analyzed by Fourier analysis, i.e. power or variance
spectra of various quantities. By using a two-dimensional
Fourier transform and averaging in spectral space this avoids
any a priori choices about preferred directions. Here we fo-
cus for simplicity only on the variance spectrum of the total
water,rt, at 1000 m height (Fig.5a). Comparing thert vari-
ance spectra,Srt(k) with wave numberk, of the standard and
the moist RICO case shows that they are very similar at high
wave numbers (small scales) but differ significantly for low
wave numbers (large scales). The moist case has much more
variance associated with large scale structures that arise from
organized convection. As inde Roode et al.(2004) we define
a spectral length scale3r = 1/kr by

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5631–5645, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5631/2013/
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Fig. 3. Mean profiles of the standard GCSS RICO case (blue) and the moist RICO case (red) with the corresponding initial conditions
(dashed) on the 25 km × 25 km domain. Profiles are averages over the entire domain from 24 h to 30 h of the simulation. Shown in upper
panels from left to right are liquid water potential temperature and total water mixing ratio, and in the 2nd row relative humidity and cloud
fraction. On lower panels from left to right are cloud liquid water mixing ratio, rain water flux and the variance of the total water mixing
ratio. The rain water flux profile is conditionally averaged over the raining areas.
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Fig. 3. Mean profiles of the standard GCSS RICO case (blue) and the moist RICO case (red) with the corresponding initial conditions
(dashed) on the 25 km × 25 km domain. Profiles are averages over the entire domain from 24 h to 30 h of the simulation. Shown in upper
panels from left to right are liquid water potential temperature and total water mixing ratio, and in the 2nd row relative humidity and cloud
fraction. On lower panels from left to right are cloud liquid water mixing ratio, rain water flux and the variance of the total water mixing
ratio. The rain water flux profile is conditionally averaged over the raining areas.

Fig. 3. Mean profiles of the standard GCSS RICO case (blue) and the moist RICO case (red) with the corresponding initial conditions
(dashed) on the 25 km× 25 km domain. Profiles are averages over the entire domain from 24 h to 30 h of the simulation. Shown in upper
panels from left to right are liquid water potential temperature and total water mixing ratio, and in the 2nd row relative humidity and cloud
fraction. On lower panels from left to right are cloud liquid water mixing ratio, rain water flux and the variance of the total water mixing
ratio. The rain water flux profile is conditionally averaged over the raining areas.

∫ k1

kr

Srt(k)dk =
2

3

∫ k1

0
Srt(k)dk =

2

3
〈r ′2

t 〉 , (2)

in other words, 2/3 of the variance resides at scales smaller
than3r (herek1 is the Nyquist wave number). Figure5b
shows the time series of the spectral length scale and re-
veals that the moist case does indeed show a transition to
larger scale structures after about 15 h, with the transition
being completed after 20 h. This matches well with the vi-

sual impression from the corresponding Hovmöller diagrams
(Fig. 4b). The standard RICO case shows no significant
growth of scale in this diagnostic.

3.3 Cluster analysis

With Hovmöller diagrams or the Fourier analysis it is pos-
sible to quantify the clustering of clouds and the growth
of larger structures, but those methods are still inappropri-
ate to quantify the mode of organization of cumulus cloud

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5631/2013/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5631–5645, 2013
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a) standard RICO case, 252 km2 b) moist RICO case, 252 km2 c) moist RICO case, 502 km2

Fig. 4. Hovmöller diagrams of y-averaged cloud liquid water path for three different simulations of the RICO trade wind cumulus case. The
standard GCSS RICO case on (a) a 25 km × 25 km domain and (b) the moist case on the same domain and (c) the moist case on a 50 km ×
50 km domain.

a) Variance spectra of total water b) Spectral length scale of total water

Fig. 5. Power spectra (left) and time series of the spectral length scale Λr (right) of the total water mixing ratio at 1000 m height for the
standard and moist RICO case on the 25 km × 25 km domain (in the time series plot the red and dark blue lines represent 30 min running
averages, orange and light blue lines show the corresponding 1 min data).

and Seifert, 2013, in preparation). The details of the track-
ing algorithm are not important for the results of the cluster
analysis presented here. All cloud fields of our RICO simu-

lations show either random or clustered organization, i.e. we
did not find any evidence for regular cloud fields. The stan-
dard RICO case is very close to random, i.e. small positive

Fig. 4. Hovmöller diagrams ofy-averaged cloud liquid water path for three different simulations of the RICO trade wind cumulus case.
The standard GCSS RICO case on(a) a 25 km× 25 km domain and(b) the moist case on the same domain and(c) the moist case on a
50 km× 50 km domain.
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a) standard RICO case, 252 km2 b) moist RICO case, 252 km2 c) moist RICO case, 502 km2

Fig. 4. Hovmöller diagrams of y-averaged cloud liquid water path for three different simulations of the RICO trade wind cumulus case. The
standard GCSS RICO case on (a) a 25 km × 25 km domain and (b) the moist case on the same domain and (c) the moist case on a 50 km ×
50 km domain.

a) Variance spectra of total water b) Spectral length scale of total water

Fig. 5. Power spectra (left) and time series of the spectral length scale Λr (right) of the total water mixing ratio at 1000 m height for the
standard and moist RICO case on the 25 km × 25 km domain (in the time series plot the red and dark blue lines represent 30 min running
averages, orange and light blue lines show the corresponding 1 min data).

and Seifert, 2013, in preparation). The details of the track-
ing algorithm are not important for the results of the cluster
analysis presented here. All cloud fields of our RICO simu-

lations show either random or clustered organization, i.e. we
did not find any evidence for regular cloud fields. The stan-
dard RICO case is very close to random, i.e. small positive

Fig. 5. Power spectra (left) and time series of the spectral length scale3r (right) of the total water mixing ratio at 1000 m height for the
standard and moist RICO case on the 25 km× 25 km domain (in the time series plot the red and dark blue lines represent 30 min running
averages, orange and light blue lines show the corresponding 1 min data).

fields, i.e. whether the cloud fields show some regular, ran-
dom or clustered structure. A method to discriminate among
these modes of organization is based on the nearest neighbor
cumulative distribution function (NNCDF) as described by
Weger et al.(1992) and applied, e.g. byNair et al.(1998).

For this method one has to identify the clouds as individual
objects and calculate their positions. To quantify the regular-
ity, randomness or clustering one can then calculate the near-
est neighbor distance for each cloud and compare the nearest
neighbor distribution function with analytic (or numerical)

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 5631–5645, 2013 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/5631/2013/
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a) integral positive NNCDF deviation b) cloud number density

Fig. 6. Time series of the positive integral deviation of the nearest neighbor cumulative distribution (left, higher values indicate stronger
clustering) and cloud number density (right) (in the time series plot the red and dark blue lines represent 120 min running averages, orange
and light blue lines show the corresponding 1 min data).

NNCDF deviation, with a tendency towards clustering as the
simulation progresses (Fig. 6a). As expected the moist RICO
simulation shows a much stronger clustering, but the transi-
tion is less sharp in the integral NNCDF metric than, e.g. in
the corresponding timeseries of the spectral length scale. Af-
ter t= 25 h the clustering does not increase further which is
consistent with the previous diagnostics and the fact that the
cloud field does not collapse into a single convective core but
retains a spatially extended line of shallow convection cells.

The cloud identification and tracking provides another
useful diagnostic in terms of the number of individual clouds
in the domain, i.e. the cloud number density (Fig. 6b). For
the standard case the number of clouds increases in the first
10 h of the simulation followed by a slow quasi-linear decay.
In contrast, the moist case shows a rapid depletion of clouds
at t= 15 h, i.e. during the transition to the strongly organized
cloud field.

4 Analysis of cloud organization

4.1 Perturbed physics LES experiments

Using diagnostics alone it is difficult to disentangle which
physical process leads to the formation of organized cloud
structures. Therefore perturbed physics simulation exper-
iments can be helpful to isolate which feedback triggers
the transition from a random to an organized cloud field.
Bretherton et al. (2005) as well as Muller and Held (2012)
have used perturbed physics experiments to investigate self-
aggregation in radiative-convective equilibrium simulations

of deep convection. They found that the surface flux feed-
back and radiative feedbacks, especially longwave radiative
cooling from low clouds, are responsible for aggregation of
clouds in radiative-convective equilibrium simulations. The
RICO simulations do not include interactive radiation, but
only a prescribed cooling rate. As we assume a fixed SST,
the surface flux feedback could contribute to the formation
of mesoscale structures. Table 1 summarizes the perturbed
physics experiments which we have performed and provides
some basics statistics (similar to Tables 2 and 3 of SS08). In
addition, Table 1 includes an assessment of the mode of or-
ganization, i.e. whether the cloud field remains random (no
organization) or shows a clear transition to clustering. These
yes/no results are based on an overall evaluation using the
techniques presented in the previous section. All perturbed
physics experiments have been performed on a 1024× 1024
grid, i.e. a 25 km× 25 km domain, with an isotropic grid
spacing of 25 m and were run for 30 h simulation time.

The first perturbed physics experiment, M02, tests whether
a homogenization of the surface fluxes can suppress the or-
ganization. We find that the surface flux feedback has only
a minor impact on the simulation (increase in RWP and rain
rate) and no clear effect on the organization. This is to some
extent surprising as the surface fluxes are very important for
the properties of the trade wind cumulus cloud layer. A po-
tentially important feedback is the pre-conditioning or moist-
ening of the cloud layer by the shallow convective clouds,
i.e. the clouds make the environment more favorable for sub-
sequent development of new clouds. For this feedback we
can only test indirectly by asking whether the moist RICO
case also organizes when precipitation is inhibited, if pre-

Fig. 6. Time series of the positive integral deviation of the nearest neighbor cumulative distribution (left, higher values indicate stronger
clustering) and cloud number density (right) (in the time series plot the red and dark blue lines represent 120 min running averages, orange
and light blue lines show the corresponding 1 min data).

solutions for perfectly regular or random fields. Here we use
a metric similar toWeger et al.(1992), i.e. we calculate the
integral distance or deviation to the nearest neighbor cumula-
tive distribution function of a random field. A positive devia-
tion corresponds to clustering and a negative deviation would
indicate a regular cloud field (as one would find if the cloud
formed on a regular grid). For the identification and tracking
we use an algorithm based on CWP and cloud cores (Heus
and Seifert, 2013, in preparation). The details of the track-
ing algorithm are not important for the results of the cluster
analysis presented here. All cloud fields of our RICO simu-
lations show either random or clustered organization, i.e. we
did not find any evidence for regular cloud fields. The stan-
dard RICO case is very close to random, i.e. small positive
NNCDF deviation, with a tendency towards clustering as the
simulation progresses (Fig.6a). As expected the moist RICO
simulation shows a much stronger clustering, but the transi-
tion is less sharp in the integral NNCDF metric than, e.g. in
the corresponding time series of the spectral length scale. Af-
ter t = 25 h the clustering does not increase further, which is
consistent with the previous diagnostics and the fact that the
cloud field does not collapse into a single convective core but
retains a spatially extended line of shallow convection cells.

The cloud identification and tracking provides another
useful diagnostic in terms of the number of individual clouds
in the domain, i.e. the cloud number density (Fig.6b). For
the standard case, the number of clouds increases in the first
10 h of the simulation followed by a slow quasi-linear decay.
In contrast, the moist case shows a rapid depletion of clouds
at t = 15 h, i.e. during the transition to the strongly organized
cloud field.

4 Analysis of cloud organization

4.1 Perturbed physics LES experiments

Using diagnostics alone it is difficult to disentangle which
physical process leads to the formation of organized cloud
structures. Therefore perturbed physics simulation experi-
ments can be helpful to isolate which feedback triggers
the transition from a random to an organized cloud field.
Bretherton et al.(2005) as well asMuller and Held(2012)
have used perturbed physics experiments to investigate self-
aggregation in radiative-convective equilibrium simulations
of deep convection. They found that the surface flux feed-
back and radiative feedbacks, especially longwave radiative
cooling from low clouds, are responsible for aggregation of
clouds in radiative-convective equilibrium simulations. The
RICO simulations do not include interactive radiation, but
only a prescribed cooling rate. As we assume a fixed SST,
the surface flux feedback could contribute to the formation
of mesoscale structures. Table 1 summarizes the perturbed
physics experiments which we have performed and provides
some basics statistics (similar to Tables 2 and 3 of SS08). In
addition, Table 1 includes an assessment of the mode of or-
ganization, i.e. whether the cloud field remains random (no
organization) or shows a clear transition to clustering. These
yes/no results are based on an overall evaluation using the
techniques presented in the previous section. All perturbed
physics experiments have been performed on a 1024× 1024
grid, i.e. a 25 km× 25 km domain, with an isotropic grid
spacing of 25 m and were run for 30 h simulation time.

The first perturbed physics experiment, M02, tests whether
a homogenization of the surface fluxes can suppress the or-
ganization. We find that the surface flux feedback has only
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Table 1. Perturbed physics simulations to investigate the self-organization feedback. Variables are liquid water path LWP, cloud liquid water
path CWP, rain water path RWP, fraction of cloudy columnsC and surface rain rateRsfc. The last column indicates whether significant
organization in clusters occured in the simulations. All variables are averaged over 24–30 h of each simulation.

Run Description LWP [gm−2] CWP [gm−2] RWP [gm−2] C [–] Rsfc [Wm−2] Org.

R01 standard RICO 20.3 17.7 2.6 0.19 3.0 no
M01 moist RICO, control 23.8 11.4 12.4 0.10 23.8 yes
M01big moist RICO, 50 km domain 19.6 10.4 9.2 0.14 26.0 yes
M02 homogenized sfc. fluxes 28.4 12.6 15.8 0.12 37.5 yes
M03 no rain 25.1 25.1 – 0.29 – no
M04 no evaporation of rain 27.6 17.9 9.7 0.24 21.8 no
M05 no evap.,z < 500 m 29.8 22.5 7.3 0.27 12.5 no
M06 no evap.,z < 400 m 33.0 22.8 10.2 0.26 18.0 no
M07 no evap.,z > 450 m 17.3 6.8 10.4 0.08 23.7 yes
M08 no evaporative cooling 16.1 6.8 9.3 0.13 31.6 yes
M09 no evap. cool.,z < 450 m 33.1 24.7 8.4 0.30 13.1 no
M10 no evap. moist.,z < 450 m 28.5 14.1 14.4 0.12 25.6 yes

a minor impact on the simulation (increase in RWP and rain
rate) and no clear effect on the organization. This is to some
extent surprising, as the surface fluxes are very important for
the properties of the trade wind cumulus cloud layer. A po-
tentially important feedback is the pre-conditioning or moist-
ening of the cloud layer by the shallow convective clouds,
i.e. the clouds make the environment more favorable for sub-
sequent development of new clouds. For this feedback we
can only test indirectly by asking whether the moist RICO
case also organizes when precipitation is inhibited, if pre-
conditioning would be the decisive feedback then rain should
not be necessary for the mesoscale organization. Simulation
M03 without rain formation shows a much higher CWP and
a higher cloud cover than M01 or R01, but the cloud field re-
mains randomly organized and the cloud structures are very
similar to the standard control simulation R01. This suggests
that rain is a crucial ingredient for the organization of trade
wind cumulus clouds.

By turning off evaporation of rain simulation, M04 tests
whether cloud organization is associated with rain because
of evaporation. Indeed, M04 shows no sign of organization.
Three further simulations have been carried out to investi-
gate this in more detail, i.e. whether the cooling/moistening
of the sub-cloud layer or a pre-conditioning (moistening) of
the cloud layer or the cloud base region is controlling the
clustering, hence, evaporation of rain is turned off in some
part of the column. These simulations confirm that the evap-
oration of rain in the sub-cloud layer is most important. The
last question which remains is whether the cooling or the
moistening of the sub-cloud layer is triggering the organi-
zation. Both would be possible, because a moistening of the
sub-cloud layer lowers the lifting condensation level (LCL)
and can therefore provide a feedback for the formation of
new clouds in the wake of precipitating cumuli. In simulation
M08 we have turned off the evaporative cooling by rain in the

whole column, i.e. keeping only the moistening due to rain.
This simulation does indeed show some evidence for cluster-
ing, but the other properties of the cloud layer, e.g. CWP and
cloud cover, are very different from the control simulation
M01. If we turn off the evaporative cooling only in the sub-
cloud layer belowz < 450 m, the clouds do not organize into
clusters. In contrast, the simulation M10 with the evaporative
moistening of the sub-cloud layer turned off, does organize
and also all other properties of the cloud field of M10 are
similar to the moist control run M01. This suggests that the
clustering in simulation M08 is an artifact of the perturbed
energetics of this specific simulation which then seems to be
able to organize through the precipitation-moistening feed-
back. Therefore we conclude that, in the regimes character-
ized by large-scale conditions similar to the forcing assumed
for the RICO simulations, the formation of cold pools by
evaporation of rain in the sub-cloud layer is indeed the domi-
nant feedback for the organization of precipitating trade wind
cumulus.

4.2 Anatomy of trade wind cumulus cold pools

In our simulations the cold pools are usually shallow, i.e. the
temperature perturbation does not extend through the whole
sub-cloud layer. Nevertheless, a vertical average over the
sub-cloud layer provides a useful diagnostic to discuss the
structure and evolution of the simulated cold pools. Figure7
shows the deviation of vertically averaged sub-cloud layer
temperature and moisture from the horizontal mean. In addi-
tion, the clouds are indicated by contours of CWP. Larger
cold pools have a pronounced dry core of lowθe air and
a ring of moist air at the cold pool boundary. Weaker cold
pools originating from smaller cells often do not have a sig-
nificant dry core and are, in the later stage of their evolution,
best characterized as arcs of moist and cold air. Temperature
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anomalies are below 1 K and horizontal sizes extend to 20 km
for large cold pools. It is, of course, possible that even larger
cold pools would form on a bigger simulation domain.

Most cold pools start their life cycle as a moist cold
anomaly when the first precipitation of a convective cell de-
velops, subsequently a downdraft brings down lowθe air and
the spreading cold pool forms a ring of cold moist air with
a dry core in the center. In the moist RICO case lowθe air as
cold as 334 K reaches the surface which corresponds to air
from about 800 m height or above. The ring of moist air can
be attributed to both the evaporation of rain and the (mois-
ture) convergence due to the rapidly propagating density cur-
rent.

New convective cells form at the spreading cold pool
boundary where the ring of cold moist air lowers the lifting
condensation level (LCL). Whether clouds are mostly ther-
modynamically initiated, i.e. due to the lower LCL and the
water vapor contribution to buoyancy, or triggered dynami-
cally by lifting associated with the propagating density cur-
rent is difficult to disentangle. The clouds at the cold pool
boundary grow rapidly and form the visible mesoscale arcs
which are oriented perpendicular to the main wind direction.
The regeneration of the cold pool by surface fluxes leads
to a moistening and warming of their core. Small cumulus
clouds start to form in the regenerating cold pool area. With
increasing cloud cover those small clouds organize in cloud
streets oriented along the main wind direction (cf. Figs.1 and
7).

The structure and life cycle of the cold pools in our simula-
tions is strikingly similar to the cold pools simulated and an-
alyzed byTompkins(2001) for radiative-convective equilib-
rium simulations of deep convection. The qualitative behav-
ior of the formation of cold pools in precipitating trade wind
cumulus has also been described earlier byXue et al.(2008)
based on their LES using a much coarser grid and a smaller
domain. Their simulations probably just lacked a sufficient
domain size to develop the mesoscale organization. Our find-
ings are also consistent with the observational studies of trade
wind cumulus cold pools and mesoscale arcs byZuidema
et al.(2012) andWarner et al.(1979).

4.3 Sub-cloud layer coupling

A remarkable property of the simulated trade wind cumulus
cloud fields is that the clouds correlate very well with the
sub-cloud layer moisture, i.e. clouds usually occur over the
moister patches of the sub-cloud layer and even prefer colder
rather than warmer areas. This is quantified for our simula-
tions in Fig.8 where we have conditioned the histograms of
the sub-cloud layer anomalies of temperature and moisture
on the occurrence of clouds. This behavior is consistent with
the analysis of observations during GATE byNicholls and
LeMone(1980) who also found that convective elements in
the sub-cloud layer are cooler and wetter than the mean. The
correlation between water vapor and clouds still holds for the

organized cloud fields which are driven by the cold pool dy-
namics. This can qualitatively be seen from Fig.7, from the
corresponding movies which are provided as online supple-
ment, and is also confirmed more quantitatively by the statis-
tics provided in Fig.8. Compared to the randomly organized
standard case (Fig.8a), the clouds in the moist case do prefer
the warmer patches (Fig.8c), because the cold anomalies are
occupied by the cold pool areas, which are often drier than
the mean (note also the different scales in Fig.8a, c). The
clouds with high cloud base, i.e. the convective outflow, are
most often advected over the cold pool, e.g. in the wake of
mesoscale arcs. Nevertheless, the fact that the clouds form
primarily over the moist patches, even in the organized cloud
fields, further supports the interpretation that a main mecha-
nism in the cold pool dynamics is that they lead to the for-
mation of moist patches or rings in the sub-cloud layer. This
does not rule out the fact that dynamical processes also play
an important role in the triggering, especially of the deeper
clouds as, e.g. shown byBöing et al.(2012).

The statistics presented in Fig.8 aims at revealing the in-
fluence of the sub-cloud layer on the formation of the clouds.
In contrast to that, Fig.9 shows the impact of the precipi-
tation on the variability of temperature and moisture in the
sub-cloud layer. For this analysis the rain rate is averaged
over 15 min and the data is coarse-grained to a 1 km spatial
resolution to better show the response of the sub-cloud layer
to significant rain events. Of course, we find that precipita-
tion does cool the sub-cloud layer due to evaporation of rain.
This can be seen in Fig.9a for the standard case and in Fig.9c
for the moist case. Note that in the moist case the magni-
tude of the temperature anomalies is much larger, and this
is mostly caused by the more intense rainfall. The total PDF
of the temperature anomalies (black lines in Fig.9a, c) is al-
most Gaussian for the standard case, but negatively skewed
for the moist case due to the formation of cold pools. For the
standard case the rainfall leads to a weak moistening of the
sub-cloud layer (Fig.9b), while the rain events in the moist
case lead to a moistening of some parts of the sub-cloud layer
and to a drying in other regions (as described in the previous
section), thus increasing the variance of the moisture field.
This coupling between precipitation and the variance of wa-
ter vapor in the sub-cloud layer could be included in prog-
nostic PDF-based cloud cover schemes, e.g. theTompkins
(2002) parameterization. Including this feedback in param-
eterizations might actually be key for the representation of
cold pool-dominated shallow and deep convection.

5 Sensitivity of cloud organization

5.1 Grid spacing

Although most properties of non-precipitating cumulus
clouds are rather robust to the specific choices of the large-
eddy simulation (e.g.Siebesma et al., 2003) this is not the
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a) sub-cloud temperature deviation b) sub-cloud moisture deviation

∆T in K ∆q in g/kg

Fig. 7. Temperature (left) and moisture (right) deviation in the sub-cloud layer at different simulation times corresponding to Fig. 1. Isolines
show the liquid water path with contour lines at 0.01 g/m2 and 1.0 g/m2 (black).

Fig. 7. Temperature (left) and moisture (right) deviation in the sub-cloud layer at different simulation times corresponding to Fig.1. Isolines
show the liquid water path with contour lines at 0.01 g m−2 and 1.0 g m−2 (black).
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a) temperature deviations (standard case) b) moisture deviation (standard case)

c) temperature deviations (moist case) d) moisture deviation (moist case)

Fig. 8. Histograms of the sub-cloud temperature and moisture anomalies, for all data and sub-sampled for cloudy columns with cloud base
below and above 800 m, i.e., the colored lines indicate that part of the PDF which is cloudy with a certain cloud base. Simulation R01 and
M01-big sampled over 20 h to 40 h.

fields and a significant delay in the transition to the cold pool
dominated organized regime (Fig. 10a). This shows that high
horizontal resolution is crucial for the large-eddy simulation
of organized precipitating shallow convection.

5.2 Cloud droplet number

The rain formation in warm boundary layer clouds can ex-
hibit a significant sensitivity to the number density of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) or cloud droplets (e.g. Savic-
Jovcic and Stevens, 2008; Xue et al., 2008; Stevens and

Seifert, 2008). For a stratocumulus cloud layer the precip-
itation can lead to a transition from closed to open cells, i.e.
by their impact on the mode of organization aerosols may
have a significant effect on the macroscopic properties of
a stratocumulus layer (Savic-Jovcic and Stevens, 2008; Wang
and Feingold, 2009; Berner et al., 2011). Does the organi-
zation of trade wind cumulus cloud field by cold pool dy-
namics lead to a similar sensitivity to aerosol assumptions?
This is investigated by simulations M14–M16 which assume
higher cloud droplet number concentrations than the moist

Fig. 8. Histograms of the sub-cloud temperature and moisture anomalies, for all data and sub-sampled for cloudy columns with cloud base
below and above 800 m, i.e., the colored lines indicate that part of the PDF which is cloudy with a certain cloud base. Simulation R01 and
M01-big sampled over 20 h to 40 h.

Table 2. Sensitivity simulation to investigate the dependency on grid spacing and cloud droplet number density. Variables are liquid water
path LWP, cloud liquid water path CWP, rain water path RWP, fraction of cloudy columnsC and surface rain rateRsfc. All variables are
averaged over 24–30 h of each simulation.

Run Description LWP [gm−2] CWP [gm−2] RWP [gm−2] C [–] Rsfc [Wm−2] Org.

M01 moist RICO, control 23.8 11.4 12.4 0.10 23.8 yes
M12 1x = 50 m 42.0 18.0 24.0 0.18 49.3 delayed
M13 1x = 100 m 33.7 16.0 17.7 0.13 26.3 delayed
M14 Nc = 85 cm−3 47.3 25.1 22.2 0.25 44.9 delayed
M15 Nc = 105 cm−3 35.5 25.4 10.1 0.29 18.8 delayed
M16 Nc = 140 cm−3 28.7 25.5 3.2 0.29 5.8 no
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a) temperature deviations (standard case) b) moisture deviation (standard case)

c) temperature deviations (moist case) d) moisture deviation (moist case)

Fig. 9. Histograms of the sub-cloud temperature and moisture anomalies, for all data and conditioned on precipitation rate. The precipitation
rate R1 is averaged over 15 min in time, and precipitation rate and anomalies are averaged spatially over 1 km x 1 km. Simulations R01 and
M01-big sampled over 20 h to 40 h. Note that in contrast to Fig. 8 all conditional PDFs are normalized to 1.

control run M01 which assumes Nc = 70 cm−3. The simu-
lations with higher cloud droplet number have roughly twice
the CWP and cloud cover of the control run M01. Rain water
path and rain rate vary strongly with cloud droplet number,
e.g. M14 with Nc = 85 cm−3 has a much higher RWP and
almost twice the rain rate than the control M01, for simula-
tions M15 and M16 with higher Nc both, RWP and rain rate,
decrease, i.e. for the moist RICO case the RWP and rain
rate show a non-monotonic dependency on Nc. This non-
monotonic behavior can be explained by the fact that a higher

cloud droplet number concentration delays and weakens the
cloud organization through the cold pools dynamics, simply
because it rains less. The increase in rain rate in simulation
M14 compared to M01 is probably due to the transient be-
havior of the simulations, i.e. in the period of 24–30 h which
is used for the statistics the simulation M14 is going through
the transition to organization and this includes the formation
of a large heavily raining cloud cluster (comparable to 15–
20 h of M01). This delay in organization can be quantified
using the NNCDF cluster analysis (Fig. 10b) which confirms

Fig. 9. Histograms of the sub-cloud temperature and moisture anomalies, for all data and conditioned on precipitation rate. The precipitation
rateR1 is averaged over 15 min in time, and precipitation rate and anomalies are averaged spatially over 1 km× 1 km. Simulations R01 and
M01-big sampled over 20 h to 40 h. Note that in contrast to Fig.8 all conditional PDFs are normalized to 1.

case for precipitating trade wind cumulus. The local rain
rates and also the domain-averaged precipitation amounts
can be quite sensitive to grid spacing, numerical methods and
sub-grid closure assumptions (Matheou et al., 2011; Seifert
et al., 2012). It is therefore to be expected that the grid spac-
ing also affects the organization of the cloud field. We have
performed simulations with larger horizontal grid spacing
of 50 m and 100 m, but keeping the vertical grid spacing at
25 m. The averaged LWP, CWP, RWP and precipitation rate
as shown in Table2 reveal a large impact of the grid spac-
ing on the simulations. The NNCDF cluster analysis shows
that a coarser horizontal mesh leads to more random cloud
fields and a significant delay in the transition to the cold pool-
dominated organized regime (Fig.10a). This shows that high

horizontal resolution is crucial for the large-eddy simulation
of organized precipitating shallow convection.

5.2 Cloud droplet number

The rain formation in warm boundary layer clouds can ex-
hibit a significant sensitivity to the number density of cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) or cloud droplets (e.g.Savic-
Jovcic and Stevens, 2008; Xue et al., 2008; Stevens and
Seifert, 2008). For a stratocumulus cloud layer the precip-
itation can lead to a transition from closed to open cells,
i.e. by their impact on the mode of organization aerosols
may have a significant effect on the macroscopic properties
of a stratocumulus layer (Savic-Jovcic and Stevens, 2008;
Wang and Feingold, 2009; Berner et al., 2011). Does the or-
ganization of trade wind cumulus cloud field by cold pool
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a) grid spacing b) cloud droplet number

Fig. 10. Time series of the positive integral deviation of the nearest neighbor cumulative distribution (higher values indicate stronger
clustering). Shown are the simulations M01, M12 and M13 (left) and M01 together with M14-M16 (right).

– What is the role of low level wind shear in the organi-
zation of shallow convection? Can RKW theory (Ro-
tunno et al., 1988) be applied to explain the formation,
propagation and structure of mesoscale arcs in shallow
convection?

– Why does shallow convection not self-aggregate into
a single cluster like deep convection in radiative con-
vective equilibrium?

– Can aerosol properties significantly affect the cloud
cover in the trades by changing the mode of organiza-
tion of trade wind cumulus cloud fields?

We hope that our simulations can provide the basis for inves-
tigations to clarify these questions in the future.
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Fig. 10. Time series of the positive integral deviation of the nearest neighbor cumulative distribution (higher values indicate stronger
clustering). Shown are the simulations M01, M12 and M13 (left) and M01 together with M14–M16 (right).

dynamics lead to a similar sensitivity to aerosol assumptions?
This is investigated by simulations M14–M16, which assume
higher cloud droplet number concentrations than the moist
control run M01, which assumesNc = 70 cm−3. The simu-
lations with higher cloud droplet number have roughly twice
the CWP and cloud cover of the control run M01. Rain wa-
ter path and rain rate vary strongly with cloud droplet num-
ber, e.g. M14 withNc = 85 cm−3 has a much higher RWP
and almost twice the rain rate as the control M01; for sim-
ulations M15 and M16 with higherNc both, RWP and rain
rate decrease, i.e. for the moist RICO case the RWP and rain
rate show a non-monotonic dependency onNc. This non-
monotonic behavior can be explained by the fact that a higher
cloud droplet number concentration delays and weakens the
cloud organization through the cold pools dynamics, simply
because it rains less. The increase in rain rate in simulation
M14 compared to M01 is probably due to the transient be-
havior of the simulations, i.e. in the period of 24–30 h which
is used for the statistics the simulation M14 is going through
the transition to organization and this includes the formation
of a large heavily raining cloud cluster (comparable to 15–
20 h of M01). This delay in organization can be quantified
using the NNCDF cluster analysis (Fig.10b) which confirms
the strong impact of the cloud microphysical assumptions on
the evolution of the cloud field. The simulation M16 shows
a weak tendency towards clustering, but the NNCDF metric
as well as RWP and rain rate are much more similar to the
standard RICO simulation R01 than to the other moist cases.
This suggests that the clustering is, by the formation of cold
pools, indeed mostly controlled by the local rain rate and this
makes the onset of organization susceptible to perturbations
in the microphysical assumptions, e.g. CCN or cloud droplet
concentrations.

6 Conclusions

We have presented large-eddy simulations of organized pre-
cipitating shallow convection which reproduce many typical
features observed for precipitating trade wind cumulus cloud
fields, e.g, the along-wind cloud streets consisting of smaller
non-precipitating clouds and the across-wind mesoscale arcs
of precipitating shallow convection and their correspond-
ing cold pools. This demonstrates that, given high enough
resolution and a large enough domain size, fairly standard
LES models are in fact able to simulate this important cloud
regime, i.e. the lack of such simulations in the literature
pointed out byZuidema et al.(2012) is mostly due to compu-
tational constraints. In fact,Xue et al.(2008) describe many
features of organized precipitating shallow convection based
on their simulations which probably just lacked the sufficient
domain size for mesoscale organization.

Perturbed physics experiments support the hypothesis that
the formation of cold pools by evaporation of rain in the sub-
cloud layer is the dominant feedback which leads to the for-
mation of cloud clusters and mesoscale arcs. Consistent with
the analysis ofTompkins(2001) for tropical deep convection,
we find that the formation of moist patches in the sub-cloud
layer, e.g. as moist rings surrounding the cold pool bound-
aries, plays an important role in the clustering process.

Our simulations show clearly that the observed cloud
structures, including the mesoscale arcs, can be explained
by the self-organization of precipitating trade wind cumulus
clouds. This suggests that such highly organized structures
can emerge even in cases when the surface conditions (SST)
and large-scale forcing are perfectly homogeneous. It does of
course not rule out that heterogeneities in SST or in the large-
scale forcing may play a role in modulating the cloud fields
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in nature. It is in contrast most likely that the observed cloud
fields emerge from a combination of all these ingredients.

The capability to do such large-domain large-eddy simula-
tions as we have presented is just emerging and even our sim-
ulations would still benefit from higher resolution and larger
domain size. The latter would be important to quantify the
recovery time of the cold pools and the question whether this
process introduces its own length scale, i.e, whether there is
a typical length scale for the distance between two mesoscale
arcs which is inherent in the dynamics and microphysics of
the problem, or whether this distance is mostly determined
by the large scale forcing. There are many other aspects of
the mesoscale structure that merit further study, such as the
role of gravity waves and mesoscale circulations. The resolu-
tion issue inherent in our simulations is mostly related to the
microphysics of rain formation and the lack of convergence
at 25 m grid spacing suggests that the internal variability of
the clouds at scales of a few tens of meters could be impor-
tant for the efficiency of the warm rain process, either by
variability or due to recirculation of droplets.

It is important to recognize that the organized trade wind
cumulus regime is different from open cell stratocumulus,
e.g. the cold pools in trade wind cumulus do often have a pro-
nounced dry core, i.e. lowθe, while the cloud free areas in
open cell stratocumulus are moist and have highθe (Savic-
Jovcic and Stevens, 2008; Zuidema et al., 2012). In this sense
organized precipitating trade wind cumulus convection be-
haves more similar to tropical deep convection and much
of our analysis bears many similarities to previous work on
radiative-convective equilibrium of deep convection, e.g. by
Tompkins(2001).

The ability to simulate this cloud regime opens up new
opportunities to answer many questions related to organized
trade wind cumulus clouds and the associated cold pools, e.g.

– What is the relation between the cloud size, cloud depth
and life cycle of a convective cell and the formation and
properties of the cold pool it generates?

– What is the role of low level wind shear in the orga-
nization of shallow convection? Can RKW theory (Ro-
tunno et al., 1988) be applied to explain the formation,
propagation and structure of mesoscale arcs in shallow
convection?

– Why does shallow convection not self-aggregate into
a single cluster like deep convection in radiative con-
vective equilibrium?

– Can aerosol properties significantly affect the cloud
cover in the trades by changing the mode of organiza-
tion of trade wind cumulus cloud fields?

We hope that our simulations can provide the basis for inves-
tigations to clarify these questions in the future.

Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at:http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/
5631/2013/acp-13-5631-2013-supplement.zip.
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